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Abstract

This article aims at unifying the theory of spatial voting and the theory that is variously called conceptualization, information, or sophistication. Following Downs's early insights on uncertainty as well as recent developments in both literatures, I argue that it is of critical importance that spatial voting models explicitly incorporate information effects. For this purpose, I develop a heteroskedastic probit model that allows for the specification of information heterogeneity. This model is applied to the Taiwan Election and Democratization Study's 2004 post-presidential election survey data. In 2004, Taiwan's political landscape was dominantly defined by the Green vs. Blue ideological cleavage, and the candidates were perceived as taking divergent positions. This article investigates the effects of information and activism on the spatial structure and their implications on candidates' strategies. My findings confirm the existence of these effects on voter uncertainty in the framework of spatial analysis.¹
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¹ This article was written with the assistance of Professor So Young Lee of Daegu University, Korea, when she was a Ph.D. student at the University of Texas at Austin. The author dedicates this article to his late colleague, Mel Hinich, who not only inspired the author's research in many ways but also shared his Cahoon-Hinich spatial analysis program for this research. Data analyzed in this article are from Taiwan's Election and Democratization Study, 2004: The Presidential Election (TEDS 2004P: NSC 92-2420-H031-004). The coordinator of the multiyear project, TEDS, is Professor Chi Huang of National Chengchi University. The principal investigator of the yearly project TEDS 2004P is Professor Shio-Duan Hwang of Soochow University. More information about TEDS can be found on http://www.tedsnet.org. The author appreciates the assistance in providing data by the institutions and individuals aforementioned, and alone is responsible for the views expressed herein.